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Abstract
In interactive multimedia applications, the objects composing the scene are increas-
ingly considered as autonomous agents. Although autonomy brings flexibility and
realism in the animation, these objects needs to be controlled. In this paper we
present an organizational modelMoiseInst aiming at specifying the rights and du-
ties of agents in society according to four points of view: structural, functional,
contextual and normative. We show how this model is used within an application
of interactive TV game show where avatars are represented as agents. This work
was supported by an European project called Jules Verne under ITEA program.
Key words: Autonomous multimedia objects, Common rules,
Electronic Institution, Norms.
1 Introduction
For a long time, interactive multimedia animation domain have specified ob-
jects’ behaviours in a rigid way so that they could not behave in a non-expected
way [18], [24]. Recently, in order to obtain more flexible scene, objects start to
be considered as autonomous agents allowing the definition of scenes in which
objects would act by adapting themselves to the context [19]. Multi-Agent
Systems offer the possibility to bring more adaptability by viewing objects as
agents. The adaptability of objects in the scene results from their ability to
modify their behaviours according to their own goals, to the other objects or
c©2005 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
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to the environment in which they are evolving. However agents’ autonomy
has to be controlled and limited in order to give preference to a global and
coherent behaviour in the system. To this aim, we must be able to specify
the rights and duties of objects in the context of the scene in which they are
plugged.
In this paper we present MoiseInst, a model for specifying rights and
duties of agents within an organization. We illustrate its use in an iTV game
issued from the European Jules Verne Project 1 . We show how this model
may be used to specify both the organization of the game by itself and the
organization of the control system aiming at supervising and controlling the
multimedia game.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the
multimedia game requirements and of the general framework in which the
MoiseInst model has been developed. The following sections go into the
details of this model. Finally, before concluding, section 5 compares our work
to other organizational models.
2 Motivations
The actual research work deals with the iTV domain and concerns the cre-
ation of multimedia contents with which a user (a televiewer in the context
of iTV) interacts. Multimedia objects involved in this creation are consid-
ered as autonomous agents able to adapt and modify their behaviours to the
modification of the environment and its related scenario. The main contri-
bution concerns the development of an organizational model [9] [5] and of an
electronic Institution infrastructure [17] [4] dedicated to the interactive games
management. Before presenting the general architecture of this Institution,
we present the main scenario adopted in the analysis and development of the
MoiseInst specification.
2.1 Interactive game
Let’s consider, a team of televiewers, each being equipped with hardware (re-
mote control and set-top-box) and software developed within the Jules Verne
project. The game consists in a “questions–answers” TV game. Being at
home, each televiewer is represented in the TV Game by an Avatar (cf. Fig. 1)
which is opposed to a real players’ team. Avatars are directly controlled by
their correspondent televiewers. The quizmaster is also supported by a vir-
tual assistant. His role is to regulate the game and to ensure that participants
follow the rules of the game. These ones define the game goals (for instance,
score 30 points to win the game), as well as more specific rules (for example,
only the player playing the “History” role is authorized to answer question
with this label in round 2 ).
1 Jules Verne is an ITEA European project.
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As in all collective games, this application aim is to constrain players to
adopt a team behaviour and to respect rules. The complexity comes from
that teleplayers don’t know each other and don’t, a priori, intend to play
collectively. For example in the second round the televiewer which plays the
“History” role has to respect the rules expressed above and answer only ques-
tions with same label. However nothing prevents him from answering via
his Avatar in spite of that. This explains on one hand why we aim at per-
mitting multimedia objects (Avatars) to evolve autonomously regarding the
game rules involved in the scene. Let’s notice that in our context autonomy
is not considered as autonomy with respect to the users since the Avatars are
driven by televiewers. Actually only the televiewer is able to decide to answer
whereas it is not his turn and to take the risk to be punished via his Avatar.
The autonomy is mainly considered here with respect to the game rules since
avatars, hence the user, have the liberty to follow or not those rules. On the
other hand, considering the avatars as autonomous agents, we have to define
a set of rules representing the game rules coupled with explicit sanctions as
for instance: if the player answers while he is not authorized, his good answer
brings less points than he could and a bad answer makes him lose point. Let
us notice that rules change according to active rounds. Nevertheless the tele-
viewer has to respect them otherwise he will be punished. Finally, given that
framework, we must define an arbitration system to control and penalize the
culprit and the team he belongs to.
2.2 Electronic Institution of interactive games regulation
In order to define rights and duties of autonomous and generic agents by means
of unambiguous specifications, we think that the use of Electronic Institutions
is in concordance with our needs.
These last years the Electronic Institution concept has been introduced
in Multi-Agent System domain and in electronic commerce in particular.
The purpose is to introduce trust among agents during their transactions
[4] through an external confident. In human societies an institution defines
the game rules [17]. These rules enclose all kinds of informal or formal con-
straints that human beings use to interact. The current multi-agent methods
propose the modelling of these rules through normative systems [15]. These
ones define an institution as a set of agents which behave according to some
norms taking into account their possible violation.
In the same way we define an Electronic Institution for Interactive Games
(see Fig. 1) as an autonomous agents’ organization in which their behaviours
are ruled by norms and controlled by an arbitration system. The role of this
arbitration system consists in rewarding or punishing agents when they respect
or not their agreements.
The interactive game is thus composed of two layers: (i) the multi-agent
interactive game in which avatars as autonomous agents evolve, (ii) an institu-
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Fig. 1. Global view of MoiseInst Organizational Structure in a TV content produc-
tion process composed of Structural (SS), Functional (FS), Contextual (CS) and
Normative (NS) specifications, taken into account by Agents through Institution
Agent Middleware SYNAI
tional multi-agent middleware called SYNAI (SYstem of Normative Agents
for Institution) dedicated to the management of the organization and to the
arbitration. Both layers use a normative organizational model described with
the MoiseInst meta-model which is an extension to Moise+ [13]. This way,
agents are able to reason on the specification described withMoiseInst. They
have the possibility to decide to take it into account or not. The institu-
tional middleware reads this specification in order to supervise and control
the agents. Both layers rely on the agents execution platform, SACI [12]. In
this paper we mainly focus on the presentation of MoiseInst.
2.3 General view of MoiseInst
MoiseInst is founded on the Moise+ organizational model (Model of Orga-
nization for multIagent SystEm) 2 [13]. Moise+ allows to specify the global
expected functioning (functional specification) of an agents organization as
well as the structure of this organization in terms of roles, groups and links
(structural specification). A deontic specification expresses permissions, obli-
gations and prohibitions of missions referring to the functional specification
with respect to the structural specification roles.
To take into account the requirements presented in the scenario such as,
for instance, the need to structure the rules according to the game rounds,
we have extended the three existing specifications ofMoise+ and have added
a specification to describe the a-priori dynamic of the system. MoiseInst is
thus composed of (cf. Fig. 1) :
- A structural specification (SS) defining roles that agents will play and re-
lations between these roles as well as an additional structural level named
group to which roles belong and in which interaction take place ;
- A functional specification (FS) defining all goals that have to be achieved
in the system ;
2 http://www.lti.pcs.usp.br/moise/
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- A contextual specification (CS) defining the different contexts influencing
the dynamic of the organization as well as transitions between contexts ;
- A normative specification (NS) extending theMoise+ deontic specification
and defining clearly rights and duties of roles and groups on a mission (set
of goals) and in a specific context.
These four specifications form the Organizational Specification (OS). The Or-
ganizational Entity (OE) is then built from the set of agents that have adopted
a role according to the SS of the OS. From this time, the SINAY middleware
manages and controls the functioning of this OE by the way of different events
corresponding to the entry/exit of agents of the OE, adoption/leaving roles
or groups, change of context, commitment to missions, achievement of goals,
etc.
Focus is made to the main contributions of MoiseInst that consist in CS
and NS. We will first rapidly describe the structural and functional specifica-
tions that define the general framework where CS and NS take place. Since
MoiseInst aims at being used both by the agents and by the institution mid-
dleware, the specifications built with MoiseInst concern the interactive game
on one hand, called hereafter “domain”, and the control of the interactive
game on the other hand, called hereafter “institution”.
3 Structural and Functional Specifications
Structural and functional specifications of MoiseInst come from Moise+.
Due to lack of space we will not go into details here. The interested reader
may refer to [13]. However, in order to figure out a global view of both speci-
fications, we describe the OS built for the scenario described in section 2.1.
3.1 Structural Specification
The MoiseInst structural specification (SS) allows to describe an organiza-
tion in terms of roles, groups and links between roles and groups. A set of
constraints expresses inter-roles compatibilities, scope of links, cardinality of
roles and groups.
The SS dedicated to the domain (cf. Fig. 2) defines the structure of a
team with a “Team” group. In this team, Avatars could play the following
roles: “History”, “Geo”, “Sport”, “Science” and “Chief”. These roles can
be adopted by only one Avatar at the same time (cardinality ‘1..1’ on the
composition link). These roles inherit from “BasicPlayer” or “Player” roles
that are abstract, i.e. roles which are not adoptable by agents. A compatibility
link between “BasicPlayer” and “Chief”, allows the same agent to play two
roles, specialization of those roles. Thus one agent may have the possibility to
play at most two of those five roles. In order to avoid that an agent playing the
“Chief” role could play several roles of kind “BasicPlayer”, we have expressed
a cardinality ‘4..4’ for the group “Team”, stating that any well formed instance
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Fig. 2. Avatars scenario Structural Specification
of this group may contain four and only four agents.
In this SS, we can isolate a part, corresponding to the “Institution” group,
which is dedicated to the specification of the arbitration system. This part
will be considered by the institutional middleware and by the agents them-
selves to understand how they are controlled. As we can see, the abstract
role “Supervisor” is linked with the abstract role “Player” by an inter-group
authority link. It means that an agent playing the source role is linked to all
agents playing the destination role despite the groups these agents belong to.
Using the inheritance relation, our SS ensures thus that all roles inheriting
the “Player” role will be under the authority of roles inheriting of “Supervi-
sor” role. In order to allow the quizmaster virtual assistant to ask questions
as “GameMaster” and/or to punish the agents as “Arbitrator”, we draw an
intra-group compatibility link between roles “GameMaster” and “Arbitrator”
insuring that the agent playing both roles must belong to the same “Insti-
tution” group. As we can see, the “Arbitrator” role has a ‘0..1’ cardinality
meaning that having an agent playing that role is optional.
“Monitor”, “Arbitrator” and “OrgManager” roles inherit from the “Super-
visor” role. This means that all these roles will be played by agents belonging
to the institutional middleware. The “GameMaster” role inherits from “Mon-
itor” and is part of “Game”. So this role can be played by a domain agent.
“OrgCandidate” is the first role played by every agents coming in the Institu-
tion. This role is able to communicate with the “OrgManager” role in order
to allow the agent to know if it can play a role in the “Team” group. As
“Supervisor”, the “OrgManager” role has authority on “OrgCandidate”.
3.2 Functional Specification
As in Moise+ the MoiseInst functional specification expresses the global
functioning of the system as a set of social schemes. A social scheme is com-
posed of plans binding together collective goals. Missions express the a priori
distribution of those goals for achievement by the agents. Social Schemes may
6
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be reused within other social schemes. For instance, in Fig. 3 the scheme
“Score Scheme” which is dedicated to the management of the scoring during
the game, is referenced in the “Penalty Scheme”.
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Fig. 3. Avatars scenario Functional Specification
g41: "History" topic handled
        g411: "History" question asked
        g412: "History" question answered
g42: "Geo" topic handled
        g421: "Geo" question asked
        g422: "Geo" question answered
    g43: "Sport" topic handled
        g431: "Sport" question asked
        g432: "Sport" question answered
    g44: "Science" topic handled
        g441: "Science" question asked
        g442: "Science" question answered
g6: Sanction applied
    g61: Player ejected
    g62: Team disqualified
g7: Score changed
    g71: Score increased
    g72: Score decreased
g8: Emotion shown
    g81: Be happy
    g82: Be sad
g1: Team joined
g2: X pts scored
    g4: Topic handled
    g5: Answer evaluated
g3: Team quit
Fig. 4. Avatars scenario goals definition
As in the SS we decompose the global functioning expressed in the FS into
an institution FS which is in relation with the arbitration system, and a do-
main FS, the one which is in relation with the game itself. The domain global
functions correspond to the scoring of the needed points to win the game, to
the updating of the score and to the management of emotions. The institution
functions are related to the management of the organization (entering/exiting
a team) and to the arbitration (applying sanctions).
In the “Functional Scheme”, the global goal “g2” corresponds to the scor-
ing of X points (“X pts scored”) (cf. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). It is decomposed
into three sub-goals that have to be achieved in sequence: “Topic handled”,
“Answer evaluated” and “Score changed”. This latter corresponds to the
root goal of the “Score Scheme”. Goal “Topic handled” is achieved by the
asking of a question with a topic and the answering to this question. We
decompose it into four sub-goals corresponding to each label ({“History”,
“Geo”,“Sport”,“Science”}). The “Score Scheme” consists in choosing between
increasing (resp. decreasing) the score “Score increased” (resp. “Score de-
creased”). The “Emotion Scheme” consists in choosing to show either an
happy Avatar “Be happy” or a sad one “Be sad”.
The different schemes related to the functioning of the institution, are
“Penalty Scheme”, “OrgEnter Scheme”, “OrgExit Scheme”. The “Penalty
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Scheme” describes how the agents supervising the organization have to control
the respect of rules and to apply the sanctions. As we can see the root goal
of this scheme consisting in applying a sanction “Sanction applied” is split
into “Player ejected” sub-goal to exclude a player, “Team disqualified” sub-
goal to make the other team win and “Score Scheme” to change the score (a
decrease most of time). The “OrgEnter Scheme” (resp. “OrgExit Scheme”)
defines the principal behaviours for entering/leaving an organisation. The root
goals describe the goals that the agents playing “OrgCandidate” and “Player”
roles have to achieve to enter or quit the “Team” group. These schemes are
managed by the “OrgMamager” institutional role.
The FS define the missions consisting in the grouping of goals belonging
to the different schemes into sets according to the way the designer wants the
global plan to be achieved by the different agents. The link between those sets
of goals and the agents will be realized through the Normative Specification
that will bind roles or groups to missions. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3,
mission “m2” consists only in the goal “g2” i.e. to score X points to win
the game, whereas mission “m4” is composed of goals “g4”, “g5”, “g41”,
“g42”, . . .
4 Contextual and Normative Specifications
Given the SS and FS, we are able now to describe and specify the global ar-
chitecture and the global functioning of an organization. However as shown
by several works in multi-agent domain, multi-agent applications are often
involved in evolving environment. Depending of the kind of evolution, the de-
signer may be able to express at design-time some constraints on the evolution
of the organization. This is the case, for instance, in our application where
different rounds structure the execution of the game, imposing to change the
rules. We will present the Contextual Specification that we defined to capture
this requirement. After that, we will present the Normative specification of
MoiseInst used to bind all specifications in a coherent and normative organi-
zation.
4.1 Contextual Specification
The contextual specification CS of an OS describes a priori a set of contexts
occupied by the corresponding OE with the transitions governing the change
of context. The CS is defined as follows:
〈CS〉 ::= ‘(CS’ :context 〈contextDesc〉* :transition 〈transition〉*
[:initialCtxt 〈contextId〉 :finalCtxt 〈contextId〉]‘)’
〈contextDesc〉 ::= ‘(’:id 〈contextId〉 [:subcontext 〈CS〉*]‘)’
〈transition〉 ::= ‘(’:source 〈contextId〉 :target 〈contextId〉 [:event 〈eventId〉]‘)’
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- 〈contextDesc〉 defines the description of a global state occupied by the OE.
The context referenced with 〈contextId〉 are defined outside the OS with
goals, events and actions. We define two special contexts labelled Start and
Stop which are used to define initial and final contexts (represented by the
black circles on Fig. 5). As we can see, also on this figure, context “Game” is
composed of two concurrent sub-contexts : “Round1”, “Round2”, “Round3”
on one hand and “MyTurn”, “NotMyTurn” on the other hand. According
to the different events produced in the game, both sub-contexts may evolve
in parallel.
- 〈transition〉 defines a one way transition from a source context to a target
context. The trigger of the transition is done by the production in the OE of
an event 〈event〉. The events depend on the application. For the interactive
game, events are: beginG and endG corresponding to the start and the
end of the game, chgR corresponding to a new round, chgT produced by a
change of turn of team to answer and avT if the game start with a question
for Avatars (teleplayers) or hmT for Humans players.
Game
Begin EndbeginG endG
Round2Round1 Round3chgR chgR
MyTurn NotMyTurn
chT
avT
endG
hmT
endG
Fig. 5. Avatars scenario Contextual Specification viewed as Statechart Diagram
Fig. 5 shows the CS of our scenario. This specification starts with a syn-
chronous state “Begin” which allows the televiewer to connect to the system.
As we will see below in the Normative Specification, the Avatars are in this
context authorized to join their team. Moreover it is forbidden to join the
team out of this context.
A macro-context “Game” is decomposed into three rounds sub-contexts.
This global context will be used to define the basic game rules while the three
round sub-contexts will be used to define the corresponding specific rules. The
“Game” context is also decomposed in two sub-contexts defining the turn of
the players. A round sub-context and a turn sub-context can be active at
the same time. Let’s notice that the macro-context is active in all its sub-
contexts. This way, the rules defined in the “Game” context are inherited in
sub-contexts and are thus still valid.
Finally the last state is the context in which Avatars quit their team. As
stated before this specification permits to clearly define contexts in which
rights and duties of Avatars could be totally different. This is what we outline
in the next section.
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4.2 Normative Specification
Thanks to the SS, Avatars may be structured into roles and groups. In order
to influence their behaviour as specified by the FS, we will define a normative
specification NS which is composed of norms. As illustrated in Fig. 1 the NS
is the glue between SS, FS and CS.
The concept of norm is used in a lots of domains. The most general
definition is: “A standard, model, or pattern regarded as typical” 3 . In Multi-
Agent Systems domain norms are defined differently according to their use
(constraints, obligations, goals). We will consider here a norm as considered
in legal domain. It represents an expression of rights and duties (obligations
and permissions) of a role which is played by a person within a society [23].
In MoiseInst, a norm will define a right or a duty for a role or a group to
execute a mission in a particular context and during a given time supervised
by an issuer which can apply a sanction if the norm is not respected.
We formally define a norm as follows:
〈norm〉 ::= ‘(Norm ’:id 〈normId〉 :weight 〈int〉 ‘::’ [:conditions 〈condition〉]
:operator 〈deonticRel〉 :bearer 〈sentityId〉 :issuer 〈sentityId〉
:context 〈contextId〉 :action 〈deonticAct〉
[:relation 〈relation〉 :deadline 〈date〉][:sanction 〈normId〉]‘)’
In this specification, different fields express the binding of the different
specifications with each other:
- The :bearer field refers either to a role or a group of the SS on which the norm
is applied. When the :bearer is a group, all roles belonging to this group in
the SS, are the :bearer of this norm. For instance, the interdiction for the
“Team” group to answer a question when it is not its turn, is inherited by
all roles belonging to this group.
A norm is also defined toward either a role or a group expressed in the field
:issuer. The :issuer defines the entity which has the responsibility to control
if the norm is not violated. If the :issuer is a group then all roles that belong
to the group have the responsibility to detect a violation and to trigger a
sanction.
- the field :context refers to the particular context of the CS in which the norm
must be considered.
- the field :action connects missions of the FS to the :bearer of the norm. A
:deadline may specify when the norm is valid: before (’<’), when/while (’=’)
or after (’>’) a date expressed by the :relation field.
〈deonticAct〉 ::= ‘do’‘(’〈missionId〉‘)’ | 〈actionId〉
〈relation〉 ::= ‘>’ | ‘<’ | ‘=’
3 (www.dictionary.com)
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- Finally, the field :sanction refers to a norm in the NS itself. It expresses a
“sanction” to apply in case of norm violation.
In addition a norm is specified with:
- A :condition expressing the particular state of the OE in which the norm
may be applied. Tests on the state of the OE are expressed by functions
〈function〉 referring to global variables that are accessible by the :issuer and
:bearer of the norm. For instance, we have defined the predicates to test if
a norm is violated (violated) or not (respected). We can know how much
agents are part of a group (number) and what is the maximum of agents
that a group accepts (cardinalityMax ).
〈condition〉 ::= ‘(’(〈condition〉 ‘AND’ 〈condition〉) | (〈condition〉 ‘OR’
〈condition〉) | (〈function〉 [’ !’] ’=’ 〈value〉)‘)’
〈function〉 ::= ‘violated(’〈normId〉‘)’ | ‘respected(’〈normId〉‘)’ |
‘number(’〈groupId〉‘)’ | ‘cardinalityMax(’〈groupId〉‘)’
- The field :operator defines if the norm is an obligation (O), a permission (P)
or a prohibition (F).
- Finally, the :weight field defines a priority level used for solving conflicts
between norms, when for instance an agent could be constrained by two
contradictory norms. In case of two norms, with the same :weight then the
agent has to solve the conflict by taking into account its internal priorities
that it can base on the :sanction attached to the norms.
As in SS and FS, in a NS, norms may be separated into those that are relevant
to the institution and those that are relevant to domain. A norm which
is relevant to the institution is a norm issued from a role belonging to the
institution part of the SS. Such a norm is used for controlling the respect and
sanctions applied to the “domain” agents.
Given this definition, we are able to express the different rules of the game
as norms. Norms can be gathered according to the role which will supervise
them. So we have two groups relating to the management of the organisation
and the functioning of the system.
For the management of the organisation, we want an institutional norm
defining the Obligation for the “OrgCandidate” role to join a team in order to
play a role in the game:
(Norm :id N1 :weight 1 :condition (number(Team)! =cardinalityMax(Team)) :operator O :issuer
OrgManager :bearer OrgCandidate :context Begin :action do(m1))
We define in this norm a condition which tests if there is still role to play
in the “Team” group. The issuer is the “OrgManager” role, i.e. it controls
this rule and is able to detect if the norm is not respected. With the :context
field we specify that this norm is valid only if the “OrgCandidate” role is in
this context. So we do not need to use the field :deadline. We define also the
Interdiction for an agent playing “OrgCandidate” role to join a team during
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the game:
(Norm :id N6 :weight 1 :operator F :issuer OrgManager :bearer OrgCandidate :context Game
:action do(m1))
Functioning domain norms allow to define global rules of the game :
• Obligation for the “Team” group to score X points to win the game repre-
sented by:
(Norm :id N3 :weight 1 :operator O :issuer Arbitrator :bearer Team :context Game :action
do(m2))
• or Obligation for the “GameMaster” role to ask questions and verify answer
represented by:
(Norm :id N4 :weight 1 :operator O :issuer GameMaster :bearer GameMaster :context Game
:action do(m4))
• or Prohibition for “Player” role to answer a question during the game rep-
resented by:
(Norm :id N7 :weight 2 :operator F :issuer GameMaster :bearer Player :context Game :action
do(m16))
We define this last prohibition (‘F’ operator) to authorize concerned roles
during rounds to answer questions. For the first and third rounds we oblige
the “Player” and the “Chief” roles to answer all questions:
(Norm :id N8 :weight 1 :operator O :issuer GameMaster :bearer Player :context Round1 :action
do(m16) :relation < :deadline answer delay)
(Norm :id N9 :weight 1 :operator O :issuer GameMaster :bearer Chief :context Round3 :action
do(m16) :relation < :deadline answer delay)
We define four norms for each role in the second round to allow concerned
roles to answer question. For instance Obligation for “History” role to answer
history-labelled question is specified by:
(Norm :id N10 :weight 1 :operator O :issuer GameMaster :bearer History :context Round2 :action
do(m5) :relation < :deadline answer delay)
Finally we define sanctions as institutional norms with norm violation
as condition. For instance if N6 is not respected the “Arbitrator” ejects the
“OrgCandidate” role:
(Norm :id N17 :weight 1 :condition (violated(N6)) :operator O :issuer GameMaster :bearer
Arbitrator :context Game :action do(m9))
5 Related works
In the different works on organizations [9] [5] agents can be constrained to
play roles and to belong to groups. Sometimes we can influence the agents
behaviour by defining social contracts from an organization. Contracts can
concern either two agents or an agent and the society in which it evolves [20]
[3]. Norms may also be viewed as a social contracts alternative to constrain
agents [2] [1] [11].
In this paper, the norm definition that we use, is derived from several
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works. The deontic logic is used to differentiate a right (permission) of a
duties (obligation) which define the limits for the agents behaviour like in [4].
Inspired by [20] we completed the constraint resulting from the norm with a
deadline [20] and an activation condition. We also added a norm issuer. At
last [8] helps us to place the norm validation in a scene which we called here
context.
In this paper we introducedMoiseInst that could be compared with others
Electronic Institution specification models coming from the MAS domain. In
IDE-eli (the Integrated Development Environment for Electronic Institutions )
[21] contains an Institution Definition Language (IDL) named ISLANDER [7].
This formalism defines a graphical notation that allows to obtain visual repre-
sentations of scenes and protocols in an Electronic Institution. Compared to
MoiseInst the specification of role hierarchy is minimal in the sense that we
can only define roles and inheritance and compatibility between roles. This
model is more focused on the specification of interactions and protocols that
take part to the definition of scenes. The agents have to follow the protocols
to evolve in a scene. There is no sanctions defined. For this reason we think
that the flexibility and autonomy of agents is limited in comparison with what
permits MoiseInst. Although it is not an institution specification but an or-
ganization specification, the TOP (Team Oriented Programming) framework
[22] defines the abstraction level of an agents team. It is used to coordinate
some heterogeneous agents with known capacities because they are described
within an open architecture. The platform allows services wrapped by agents
to coordinate their actions. There is no defined hierarchy or rules. However
the description of services is interesting to associate methods of domain com-
ponents with functions defined in a functional scheme or plan for instance. As
we don’t use ontologies for the moment to bind the functional specification
with the skills of each heterogeneous agents taking part into our institution,
this work could inspire us for our future works (see next section). The OMNI
platform [6] defines on one hand an organizational dimension and on the other
hand a normative dimension. The purpose is to define in a complex manner
the context in which agents interact. Thus roles, groups, scenes and inter-
actions are seen as norms. No system function, plan or executing scheme is
defined here. So we can wonder how the dynamicity, the activity of the society
or the agents can be defined. Furthermore if no goals are defined, norms will
be held on what?
To conclude, contrary toMoiseInst, none of these models take into consid-
eration the whole specification points of view (structural, functional, contex-
tual and normative). For us all the specifications are essential and even more
essential than an ontological specification (like OMNI) or an interactions spec-
ification (like ISLANDER). Nevertheless these specifications are perspectives
for our model.
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6 Conclusion and perspectives
We have proposed in this paper theMoiseInst model which is an extension of
Moise+. This model is considered as an institution organization specification
especially through the rights and duties description of each society roles. The
four elaborated specifications triggers more flexibility in the global model.
This flexibility permits to integrate new functionalities (such as role, rule,
goals) to the actual model. Norms are seen as relations between roles or
groups and missions in a given context. Further work could specify additional
contexts like exceptions as in [14,16] which permits that exceptional contexts
norms could be invalid.
Two kinds of agents will evolve in our Electronic Institution: the domain
agents and the institutional agents. There was no intention to impose a unique
domain agents definition due to the objective of heterogeneity. However we can
specify the functionalities of the middleware agents (SYNAI). WithMoiseInst
we express authority roles that the agents will play, as well as the missions
related to their ability to detect norms violations and to punish culprit agents.
The services allowing agents to adopt roles and to commit on missions are
currently part of SACI communication level. The next evolution is to transfer
these services to the institution agent middleware (SYNAI).
We also are validating the current model in relation with an electronic
commerce application. The objective is to show the feasibility of our approach
in multiple domain areas [10].
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